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Quantum Many-Body Physics

- Condensed matter / solid state / ultracold atoms (laser cooling to T<10 nK)

(non-linear photonics, exciton/polariton gases, too)

- Quantum statistics are important at low temperatures

- Ground states, non-equilibrium phases (ordering, topology)

- Challenges: strong correlations, entanglement, large Hilbert spaces…
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Quantum Many-Body Physics

- Condensed matter / solid state / ultracold atoms (laser cooling to T<10 nK)

(non-linear photonics, exciton/polariton gases, too)

- Quantum statistics are important at low temperatures

- Ground states, non-equilibrium phases (ordering, topology)

- Challenges: strong correlations, entanglement, large Hilbert spaces…

Carusotto & Ciuti, RMP 85 2013

Optical cavities (nonlinear)

(silicon, typically)

Topological light

Inherently dissipative, must be driven/pumped



Synthetic Quantum Matter with 
Atoms and Photons

Dipolar BEC in synthetic gauge field (spin-orbit coupling)

Ground state ordering

Driven-dissipative array of nonlinear optical cavities

Emergence in open quantum systems



Order parameter (mean field):

U(1) symmetry, broken by emergence of BEC

Superfluidity, quantized rotation, etc.
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Non-linear Schrodinger equation            Great for undergraduates

(Ketterle Na23 Lab, MIT)

(Ketterle Na23 Lab, MIT) 
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Order parameter (mean field):

U(1) symmetry, broken by emergence of BEC

Superfluidity, quantized rotation, etc.

hexagons molecules

Vortices crystalize

Other types of ordering?

(density crystals,
supersolids, etc.)
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k-space interaction potential

Pure dipole

dipole = contact
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Magnetic dipolar atoms (high-spin)

k-space interaction potential
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dipole = contact

dipole = contact

Pure dipole

Roton

Dispersion of quantum fluctuations

? ? ?



e-

Electrons in 2D…

e-

(idea: shift dispersion minimum away from k=0)
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Rashba Hamiltonian:
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Rashba Hamiltonian:

Engineering in cold atoms…

BEC

absorbtion
laser

emission
laser



Rashba Hamiltonian:

Engineering in cold atoms…

Campbell et al. PRA 84 025602 (2011)

Energetically isolate 3 or 4 hyperfine states

Cyclically couple with Raman beams
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k-space interaction potential

RW, S. Gopalakrishnan, in prep. (2015)

less dipolarmore dipolar



k-space density

k-space densityreal-space density

real-space density k-space density

Vortex lattice

Crystal

Spin-stripe

RW, S. Gopalakrishnan, in prep. (2015)



Quasicrystals

k-space densityreal-space density

8-fold symmetry
In k-space

k-space density

Shechtman, 1984
Nobel, Chemistry, 2011

real-space density

RW, S. Gopalakrishnan, in prep. (2015)
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Fisher et al., PRB, 1989

(T=0, high-dim.)

(Bose-Hubbard)



System = cavities + photon bath (Markovian), trace out bath

- U(1) symmetry broken by coherent driving (superfluid gone)

- Mott insulator phase is gone

- Energy & number not conserved (no ground state)

- Phases characterized by steady state

laser
decay

(Lindblad equation)



Single cavity, mean-field 

Optical bistability

Two stable steady states

1st order phase transition
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Optical bistability

Two stable steady states

1st order phase transition

Exact solution not bistable

Steady state is unique

Corresponds to ensemble

average of many measurements

Continuous (crossover, not 

a phase transition) 

Single cavity, exact solution



Wigner representation of density matrix:

Stochastic nonlinear equation: 

Wiener process (Brownian motion)(Gross-Pitaevskii)



Wigner representation of density matrix:

Stochastic nonlinear equation: 

Wiener process (Brownian motion)

(Perturbative) quantum treatment exhibits switching

between classical steady states



laser
decay

Hardcore bosons map to dissipative XXZ spin model:

No bistability for single spin

Assymetric simpl3e exclusion process



Gutzwiller appx:                                      (no entanglement) 

Uniform phases?
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Uniform phases?

Collective bistability



Gutzwiller appx:                                      (no entanglement) 

Non-uniform phases have AB sublattice (AF) symmetry

Semiclassical/Gutzwiller phase diagram

Limit cycle

RW et al., in prep. (2015)
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Gutzwiller appx:                                      (no entanglement) 

Non-uniform phases have AB sublattice (AF) symmetry

Semiclassical/Gutzwiller phase diagram

Limit cycle

Bloch sphere

RW et al., in prep. (2015)

x



Exact solutions:                                       (entanglement) 

For N spins, Hilbert space scales as 2N, ρ has 22N elements

Exact solutions with quantum trajectories of wave function

Stochastic applications of non-Hermitian evolution

Ensemble averaging corresponds to exact solution  

RW et al., in prep. (2015)



Enhanced number fluctuations in BS region

16 spins
RW et al., in prep. (2015)

AF

Exact solutions:                                       (entanglement) 
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Exact solutions with quantum trajectories of wave function



Enhanced number fluctuations in BS region

16 spins
RW et al., in prep. (2015)

AF

Exact solutions:                                       (entanglement) 

For N spins, Hilbert space scales as 2N, ρ has 22N elements

All-to-all coupling approaches mean-field limit



Exact solutions:                                       (entanglement) 

For N spins, Hilbert space scales as 2N

Exact solutions with quantum trajectories of wave function

Trajectory exhibits collective switching in bistable region

RW et al., in prep. (2015)
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For N spins, Hilbert space scales as 2N

Exact solutions with quantum trajectories of wave function

16 spins

RW et al., in prep. (2015)



Two-state toy model

Gap:

RW et al., in prep. (2015)

e (bright)

g (dark)
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RW et al., in prep. (2015)

e (bright)

g (dark)

all-to-all

coupling



Semiclassical phase diagram 

- 1st order transition, limit cycles

- When is it recovered?

Quantum trajectories

w/ long-range couplings

Stochastic GP simulations?

- no entanglement

- classical correlations

- good for small U, large N
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- 1st order transition, limit cycles

- When is it recovered?
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w/ long-range couplings

Stochastic GP simulations?

- no entanglement

- classical correlations

- good for small U, large N

domains in 1D



T=0 (BEC) ground states of dilute Bose gases

Interplay of dipolar interactions and spin-orbit coupling

Rich phase diagram: vortex lattices, crystals, quasicrystals

Driven-dissipative nonlinear optical cavities

Semiclassical steady states include bistability (1st order), limit cycles, AF order

Quantum trajectories show collective bistable switching and AF correlations

Limit cycle, 1st order transition emerge with increasing dimensionality

Other

Dipolar fermions, large spin Bose gases (S=1), atoms in optical lattices

NSF (RUI) to study quantum gases of diatomic molecules


